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foreseeable future is dependent upon what he is nom, upon what the
political and social environment demands, and upon what Senator
HcCarthy himself deduces from that environment. To say that he is
a*pptential_fascist is, in reality, to say ualmost nothing at all.

2. Fascism is bourgeois reaction. However every type of bour-
geois reaction is not necessarily fascism, Fascid is a special kind
of bourgeois reaction, employing certain forces in its work, and
achieving certain specific objectives. From the point of view of its
class character there is no difference between the fascist and the
democratic regimes. Both are bourgeois. But the class character of
the regime by no means exhausts the question: in addition to the
class character of the regime there is also the question of the rela-
tion of the proletariat to the regime, and the position of the prole-tariat within society. From this point of View there is a decisive
difference between the democratic and the fascist regimes. ‘

Bourgeois society can be considered as a pyramid; at the base
of this Pyramid is the working class: the only entirely productive
class and the source of surplus value; above the workers but smaller
in size and importance is the middle class: am0rphOUSs economically
and politically atomized, and combining producers and exploiters;
at the very narrow top is the capitalist class: small in number,
the exploiters. '

Fascism does not change this situation which can be changed only
by social revolution, Fascism is based upon a change in the re1a~
tionship between the classes. In the democratic regime the capi-
talist class rules through the intermediary of the middle class which
,pulls the working class along behind it in support of the capitalist
system. The middle class leads the working class with the ideologi—
cal ties to capitalism that are represented by the petty bourgeois
concepts of "democracy,""justice," "truth," religion, patriotism,,
etc. Those essentially empty formulas, however, would be inadequate
in themselves to insure petty bourgeois leadership of the proletariat
were they not bulwarked by material concessions and alleviations in
the form of wages and hours laws, free public school education, the
right to organize and bargain collectively, etc. Utilizing all these
things, the working class has created within bourgeois society
Q considerable area gf_nroletarian democracy concretely manifested
by labor unions, cooperatives, and political parties. Within these
organizations, inspired directly and indirectly by the bourgeoisie,
a bureaucracy has arisen which is middle class in its ideology and
social role. Together with the economic middle class the Labor
Bureaucracy has transformed the proletarian organizations into
further supports of the capitalist system.

Under the democratic capitalist regime the capitalist class
rules through the middle class leadership of the working class,
making this middle class leadership of the proletariat possible, and
relatively stable, by means of concessions and reforms.‘ y

This democratic capitalist regime is the most satisfactory'
regime for the big bourgeoisie so long as it can afford the necessary
reforms and cqngessigns which it is necessary to give not only to"
the middle class but to the proletariat, Capitalism in our time,
however, is a system in decay. The capitalist class in country after
country reaches the point where it can no longer give additional


























